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ABSTRACT

As computers are added to the cockpit, the pilot's job is changing from one of manually flying the aircraft, to one of supervising computers which are doing navigation, guidance and energy management calculations as well as automatically flying the aircraft. In this supervisory role, the pilot must divide his attention between monitoring the aircraft's performance and giving commands to the computer. In this paper, normative strategies are developed for tasks where the pilot must interrupt his monitoring of a stochastic process in order to attend to other duties. Results are given as to how characteristics of the stochastic process and the other tasks affect the optimal strategies. The optimum strategy is also compared to the strategies used by subjects in a pilot experiment.

INTRODUCTION

"New York control, this is NASA 1 arriving on CARNEGIE with an expected arrival time at MERRITT point of 14:31:16." New York, you are cleared to arrive on CARNEGIE 1, with a vector time of 14:32:10. This exchange between pilot and controller occurred in a recent Ames simulation study of a NAV:1 the terminal area.[1] The pilot was cleared for a different NAV:2 approach route and arrival time. The pilot next entered this data into his onboard navigation and guidance computer. In doing this he had to divide his attention between monitoring the autopilot's performance with his flight instruments and entering data into the computer through his multifunction display and keyboard. Observations of how pilots divided their attention between monitoring and data entry tasks were the motivation for the modeling and more structured experimental work on attention sharing presented in this paper.

The environment in which the pilot interacts with his onboard computer is quite different from other jobs where a person interacts with a computer. In a management information system, teleoperator control, or in most human interaction with a computer, the computer is, or can easily be made, to allow the person time to think and plan his next input. The person and the computer work sequentially, then in aircraft is being controlled in real time by a computer it can not be stopped while the pilot leisurely inputs his commands. In this environment both computer. and man must work in parallel. The pilot must interrupt his monitoring to interact with the computer. He must also interrupt the discrete tasks to monitor. Other characteristics of discrete tasks and monitoring in the cockpit are the following. The discrete task are pre-empted at random. They should be accomplished within certain time limits. It is impossible to do the tasks. Attention must be focused from monitoring for any long blocks of time (seconds) to do the discrete tasks. The displays suggest the pilot the errors between his vehicle's state and the desired state. When the aircraft is controlled by an autopilot, these errors are relatively low bandwidth signals that should be monitored for out of tolerance readings.

The objective of this research is to determine how design parameters of both displays and the computer interface affect monitoring and data entry performance. In this paper, a task is developed which has many of the above characteristics but which is simple enough so that the attention allocation problem has an analytical solution. A model based on the minimal model concept is developed for this task. The model treats the discrete tasks as a constraint and then uses a dynamic programming formulation to maximize monitoring performance subject to the constraint of finishing the discrete tasks on time. Results are presented as to how well pilots could monitor a first order process for out of tolerance signals when they were allowed to monitor the display only half the time.

SPECIFIC PROBLEM

Process Dynamics: The process to be monitored is the output of a first order filter driven by white Gaussian noise. The filter (Fig.1) is updated every 2 seconds and is quantized into 11 cells - 50% wide. The ideal filter is defined as being out of the output variance determines how frequently the display will be out of tolerance. Monitoring task: Whenever the subject observes the process as being out of tolerance he gets a reward of one unit. Discrete Task: At each time at which the display is observed, the subject decides to either monitor next time or to divert his attention to the constraint of finishing the discrete tasks. The objective was to maximize the monitoring performance subject to the constraint of finishing the discrete tasks. This constraint formulation seems to be a good description of the real situation. It does not require the experimenter to specify a cost function. I stating the relative worth of time spent on monitoring vs. discrete tasks.

A review of the literature in the fields of manual control, human factors and psychology found no number of empirical studies which required the operator to interrupt monitoring tasks to do discrete tasks. Models have also been developed for either instrument monitoring or discrete tasks. No papers were found which addressed the problem of what strategies operators use, or should use, to time share their attention between monitoring and discrete tasks. However, Smallwood's paper (3) on human instrument monitoring proposes an approach which can be applied to the present problem. This approach makes the reasonable assumption that the operator has an internal model of the process he is monitoring and of the environmental factors that affect the process. This internal model can be used to predict the future behavior of the process. Smallwood makes the following assumptions that describe how the operator reacts to environmental inputs.

Assumption 1: The human operator bases his state of information about his environment upon an internal model of the process; he is formed as a result of past perceptions of his environment.

Assumption 2: The human operator behaves optimally with respect to his task and his correct state of information within his psycho-physical limitations.

The structure of this model is shown in Figure 2. The key problem in using this approach is to discover the form of the operator's internal model and the optimal responses. If the operator's model of the process is exact and he has no psycho-physical limitations, the resulting model is normative. Introducing errors in the internal model and psycho-physical limitations such as observation noise, reaction time or faulty memory converts the optimal normative model into a discrete model of human behavior.

In the following models, it is assumed that the operator's internal model of the process and environmental disturbances is exact. He knows the parameters of the process and can use this knowledge to predict the probability of being in a particular state in x seconds given he knows the current state. For a first order process with bandwidth $w_0$, the distribution of the position of the display after x seconds at position $x_0$ is a gaussian distribution with mean $m(t) = x_0 - w_0 t$ and variance $v(t) = \sigma^2 (1-e^{-2w_0 t})$.

Figure 3 plots these distributions and the probability that the signal will be out of tolerance in the future for various values of $x_0$.

A decision is made after each monitoring observation of how many stages to devote to discrete tasks. The decision may be to do no discrete tasks in which case the operator continues to monitor.

Define $f_{ij}(x)$ as the probability that the process will be in state $j$ in k stages, given the process is in state i.

$$f_{n}(m,i)$$

is the maximum expected return when the process is observed in state i with n stages to go and m discrete tasks remain to be done.

The number of stages devoted to discrete tasks before the next monitoring observation when the process is observed in state i with n stages to go is set up cost, the number of stages wasted when attention is shifted to discrete tasks.

$$q = \begin{cases} \text{q-C} & \text{if } C(q) < C_{o} \\ \text{q-S} & \text{if } C(q) \geq C_{o} \end{cases}$$

then

$$f_{n}(m,i) = \max \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} I & f_{ij}(q) + \sum_{j} f_{n-q-1}(m-a,j) \\ \text{all } j & \end{array} \right. \right.$$
why the monitoring performance shown in Figure 6 for a set up time of 7 in the class to the performance that is possible when no predictions are made.

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of monitoring performance to discrete task chunk size - the minimum number of stages which must be vacant before turning to the next discrete task. Note that when the minimum chunk size is 5 the increment in performance is only large when less than 6% of the time must be spent on discrete tasks. This is because when f(tasks) is greater than 4% the optimum strategy is to look away for more than 5 stages so that a minimum chunk size of 5 is only a minor constraint on performance.

Finally Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of monitoring performance to the tolerance of the probability that the display will be out of tolerance.

EXPERIMENT

Results are presented in this section as to how well subjects could monitor a first order process for out of tolerance signals when they were allowed to devote only half of their time to monitoring. The objective of this exploratory study was to determine what strategy subjects used and how it differed from the optimal strategy. To this end, the monitoring task was designed to be identical to the monitoring problem solved by the dynamic programming models. It was not expected that the subjects would achieve optimality but a number of features of the optimal strategy seem to be fairly intuitive. Namely it is best to look away longer when the display is farthest from the out of tolerance boundary, look away longer and less frequently with a return cost, and look away longer if the ratio of discrete tasks to go to the number of stages to go approaches 1.

The subjects monitored the output of a first order filter driven by white noise. The display, shown in Figure 1, was quantized into 11 states. The display states were numbered from left to right with state 1 in the center. Since the display is completely symmetrical about state 4, the display states 5-44 were identical. In the first condition we will refer to only the left side of the display, the right side was out of tolerance when ever it was the lowest two states. The signal was out of tolerance 8.0 percent of the time.

The PDF terminal (Figure 1) showed two integers to the left of the monitoring display. The left integer showed the number of stages remaining in which the subject had to finish the discrete tasks. The right integer showed the number of discrete tasks left to do (m). The display was updated every 2 seconds. Each update the number of stages to go (n) was decremented by 1. In order to do a discrete task, the subject pressed the space bar on the keyboard and the next update only the two integers were displayed and both were decremented by 1. To switch back to the monitoring display the subject pressed the space bar again.

The subjects were instructed to attempt to observe as many out of tolerance signals as possible subject to the constraint of finishing all of the discrete tasks. The number of stages to go (n) was decremented by 1 if the subject switched to discrete tasks and added to the discrete task if the subject switched to discrete tasks for k stages, the number of stages to go was decremented by k and the number of tasks to do was decremented by k-1.

One replication of this experiment consisted of 4 pairs. The number of stages to go (n) and the number of discrete tasks to do (m) were initially set to 48 and 24, respectively. When n reached 0, it was reset to 48 and m was reset to 24 and the next replication began.

Four airline pilots served as subjects in this experiment. Each subject monitored 7 blocks of 6 replications each for a total of 168 stages (7x6x48). During the first block the subject just monitored the display in order to get a feel for the process dynamics. On the next three blocks there were no discrete tasks to do on the first replication but the subject had to look away from the display for 20 seconds on each of the remaining 5 replications. On the last 3 blocks a set of 1 stage was introduced.

Subjects were given a 5 minute rest between each block. Each subject monitored the same random process as the other subject for each replication.

For each replication, performance measures included the number of times the display was out of tolerance and observed out of tolerance.

The above data was also collected for an "autopilot" following the optimal strategy for the same random sequence monitored by the subjects.

At the end of the experiment the subjects completed a questionnaire in which they were asked questions about the strategy they used and to rate the experimental tasks on a set of semantic differential scales.

RESULTS

Figure 9 shows the fraction of hits for the four subjets, the autopilot and the model. The "autopilot," results are the optimum performance for the particular random sequence used in the experiment. The model results are the expected performance for an infinitely long random sequence. As expected no subject did as well as the autopilot, however the subjects monitoring performance was only set up cost was well above the chance value of .5. The set up cost however caused a large decrease in our-
on the other hand, tended to finish early. This type of behavior
is seen in the autopilot from becoming trapped if the display
starts to go out of tolerance with a few stages left to go. The
two hand graph indicates that this rational behavior is not
what the subjects intuitively did.

Table 2 summarizes the results of comparing each decision
made by the subjects with the optimal decision. In states 1, 2
and 3 the subjects tend to perform optimally. In state 4, the
subjects look away for more stages than is optimal—especially
when there is no set up cost. In states 5 and 6, the subjects
did not look away long enough. These observations hold with
and without a setup cost. However, subjects made considerably
more optimal and near optimal decisions with no setup cost.

During the debriefing, 2 subjects said that with zero setup
cost their strategy was to look away for 3 times in state 4, 2
times in state 5, and 1 time in state 6. The other 2 subjects said
that they looked away 2 or 3 times in state 5 or 6 and did not look away otherwise. On the average
these strategies will result in monitoring approximately 5% of
the time. With the setup cost, the subjects stated that they
looked away longer (typically 4 or 5 stages) although one subject
said he did not feel he could observe the display often enough
to do anything but guess. Subjects stated that the display state
was the key thing that influenced their strategy. The number of
stages to go and the number of discrete tasks to do had little
effect on their strategy unless they were running out of time and
then they stated they would look away for a longer number of
stages.

Figure 12 shows the average subject rating on a set of se-
matic differential scales. These adjective have been ordered so
that the ratings for the task with no setup cost are to the
right of the ratings with a setup cost. Considering only scales
with a difference of one or more, the task with a setup cost
was demanding, hard to learn, confusing, surprising, annoying,
aactive, complex, and frustrating.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the general problem of time sharing attention
between monitoring and other duties has been described and a
dynamic programming model for attention sharing was presented.
Model performance was presented in terms of the fraction of
out of tolerance signals seen as a function of the amount of time
spent on non-monitoring duties. The effect of such parameters as
process bandwidth and tolerance and discrete task set up cost and
chunk size on monitoring performance and the normative time shar-
ing strategies was shown. Future work will extend this model to
multiple second order processes and incorporate human limitations
such as observation noise and risk aversion.

In the experiment subjects monitored the output of a first

 phenomena. The subjects could have performed better on the aver-
stage if at the beginning of each replication they had looked away
for 21 stages and completed the discrete tasks all at once.

With a setup cost the subjects should have looked away less
often and for more stages than they actually did. Figure 14
shows the frequency of decisions of various lengths for the sub-
jects and the autopilot. With no setup cost the subjects average
decision was 1.8 stages whereas the autopilot's average decision
was only slightly longer at 2.1 stages. The main difference
between the subject and autopilot was that the subjects looked
away for only 1 stage almost twice as often as the autopilot.

With the setup cost both subjects and autopilot increased
the average lengths of their decisions to 3.6 and 4.2 respecti-
v-ly. Note however that the subjects diverted attention to
 discrete tasks almost twice as often as the autopilot (7.6 vs
4.4). The subject's also made a number of decisions of length 1
which with a setup cost of 1 accomplished nothing.

The optimal strategy is always to look away from the moni-
toring display for more stages when the display is observed near
its center (state 6). The data in Table 1 is similar to that in
figure 18 but table 1 also shows the effect of display state
on subject and autopilot sampling decisions. The subject's deci-
sions were a strong function of the display state. The sub-
jects almost never looked away from the display when it was out
of tolerance and only a few times when it was almost out (state
3). The closer the display was to its center, the longer the
subjects looked away - in general agreement with the optimal sta-
tegy. Note however that in addition to not looking away quite
as long as the autopilot, that on a number of occasions the sub-
jects continued to monitor when the display was near the center
(states 5 or 6). The autopilot always looked away in these
states after it knew any discrete tasks remaining to be done. Some
of the subjects decisions to continue monitoring were proba-
bly due to the forced pace -real time nature of the task because
if the subject failed to push the space bar he would continue to
monitor by default. This conjecture is partially reinforced by
the pilots description of their strategy. All pilots reported
that they strategy was to look away for various numbers of
stages when the display was near its center.

Figure 11 plots the number of discrete tasks left to do (m)
vs. the number of stages to go (n) for the subjects and the auto-
pilot. It shows whether the discrete tasks were completed late
in the replication. With no setup cost the subjects and
the autopilot behaved similarly- both keeping the ratio of m
n very slightly less than 0.50 and thereby spreading the discrete
tasks through out the replication. Note however that both
autopilot and subjects tended to finish a few stages before the
end of the replication. The right hand graph shows that with a
setup cost of 1 the autopilot and subjects behavior was quite
different. The subjects did not look away long enough and there-
fore got behind in finishing the discrete tasks. The autopilot

order process for out of tolerance signals. The subjects did not perform as well as an autopilot following the optimal strategy for this task, however their time sharing strategies were a strong function of the display state and a weaker function of the ratio of the number of discrete tasks to do divided by the number of stages to go. With a set up cost, the subjects looked away for fewer but longer amounts of time but the optimal strategy required even longer diversions of attention to discrete tasks. The fact that the subjects did not look away as long as was optimal may be attributable to risk averse behavior.

Future experiments will use a continuous version of the monitoring task used in this experiment with second order dynamics. The effect of the discrete task parameters - set up cost, chunk size, time required, and time available - on monitoring performance will be determined. Process variables will include bandwidth and the number of displays. The results of this experiment and the modeling work will be used to predict monitoring performance in an experiment in which subjects are required to divide their attention between an actual data entry task and display monitoring.
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Table 1. Subject vs. autopilot strategy as a function of display state for set up costs of 0 and 1. The data is the average number of decisions for each display state for 690 stages of monitoring when n = 3 and n = 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPLAY STATE</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>AUTOPILOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Error between the optimum and the subjects decisions as a function of the display state for set up costs of 0 and 1. The data is the average number of decision errors for each display state for 690 stages of monitoring. Decision error = Optimal decision - subject decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPLAY STATE</th>
<th>DECISION ERROR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The monitoring display used in the experiment. A new display line was produced every 2 seconds. The display was quantized into 11 cells - .59 σ wide. The display was out of tolerance if it was in the outermost 2 cells indicated with the * signs. At stages 17 and 27 this subject decided to look away from the display to do discrete tasks for 2 and 1 stage respectively.

Figure 2. A block diagram of the human monitor (from Smallwood (3)).

Figure 3. The state of information of a perfect monitor after looking away from the output of a first order filter with bandwidth 0.2 rad/seconds driven by white noise.

Figure 4. Fraction of hits vs. fraction of time on discrete tasks for four values of process bandwidth. (σ = 1.9, η = 1.5, Plast = .88%).
Figure 5. The effect of a discrete task setup cost (C) on the optimal time sharing strategy for states 4, 5, and 6. In states 1, 2, and 3 the optimal decision is 0 until the fraction of time which must be devoted to discrete tasks is very high. 
(n=2 stages, w=0.2 rad/stage, T=1.75, P(out)=0.999)

Figure 6. The effect of a discrete task setup cost on monitoring performance for the dynamic programming model with discrete task constraint. 
(n=30 stages, w=0.2 rad/stage, T=1.75, σ=1.0, P(out)=0.97)

Figure 7. The effect of discrete task chunk size on monitoring performance. 
(w=0.2 rad/stage, n=40 stages, σ=1.6, T=0.75, P(out)=0.904)

Figure 8. The effect of display tolerance on monitoring performance. 
(w=0.2 rad/stage, σ=1.8, n=40 stages)
**Figure 9.** The fraction of hits for discrete task set up costs of 3 and 1.

**Figure 10.** Frequency of decisions to send various numbers of stages on discrete tasks for the subjects and the autopilot for set up costs of 3 and 1.

**Figure 11.** The number of discrete tasks to do (m) vs the number of stages to go (n) for discrete task set up costs of 3 and 1.

**Figure 12.** Semantic differential ratings for the experimental task with set up cost of 3 and 1.